SLI LANGUAGE TEST

Universität Konstanz
Sprachlehrinstitut
Language Institute

Family Name: ________________________________
First Name: ________________________________
Major Subjects: ________________________________
Years of Instruction in _______________ ___________ _____________________ (language)

I. Listening Comprehension
a) Understands questions and statements relating to academic and general topics without difficulty.

b) Has some difficulty understanding questions or statements relating to above topics.

c) Has considerable difficulty following topic being discussed. Repetition, explanation and translation necessary.

d) Unable to follow topic being discussed.

II. Speaking
a) Speaks fluently with very few minor errors on academic and general subjects.

b) Speaks fluently but with some grammatical and lexical errors.

c) Speaks hesitantly with some minor errors.

d) Speaks hesitantly with major errors.

III. Writing
a) Writes easily on academic and general topics with only minor errors.

b) Writes easily on academic and general topics but with some grammatical and/or lexical errors.

c) Has difficulty producing a text on academic or general topics.

d) Has difficulty producing even a short text.

IV. Reading
a) Can read and understand academic and general texts.

b) Has some difficulty reading/understanding academic/general texts.

c) Has great difficulty reading/understanding academic/general texts.

d) Has difficulty reading/understanding even simple texts.

Name of Examiner: _____________________                              Date: ______________
Position: Teacher of ___________ as a Second Language   Signature: ______________